
HIST 4316—002 

The Practice of Public History 

Spring 2021 

11 to 12:15 TR 

Lawrence Hall 303 

 
Instructor: Dr. Kendra K. DeHart 

Phone: 432-837-8150 

Email: kendra.dehart@sulross.edu  

Office: LH 212 

Office Hours: Monday & Wednesday, 3:30 to 4:30; or by appointment. Note: During the first 

two weeks of the semester, office hours will be online; once we resume face-to-face classes, I will 

be in my office during this time unless I have pre-required meetings to attend or unforeseen 

emergencies. 

 

Course Description 

Thomas Bender wrote in Perspectives, a publication of the American Historical Association 

(AHA), about the vast employment opportunities for history majors outside of the traditional 

fields of academia. In an era when academic track positions remain increasingly scarce and 

competitive, more historians are engaged in public history work in which they use their liberal 

arts and history training to engage and contribute to a variety of projects in numerous fields.  

 

This class is an introduction to the field of public history and the methodological and theoretical 

approaches that shape its practice. Public history is the practice of history outside the classroom 

in diverse community and institutional settings that may include such specializations as archival 

management, cultural resource management, preservation, historic site management, historical 

interpretation, documentary filmmaking, museum science, and heritage tourism. The class will 

explore a wide range of issues and topics that inform the work of public historians through 

individual projects, readings, oral presentations, and writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:kendra.dehart@sulross.edu
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REQUIRED READINGS: 

 

 

• Introduction to Public History: Interpreting the Past, Engaging Audiences 

(American Association for State and Local History) by Cherstin M. Lyon, 

Elizabeth M. Nix, Rebecca K. Shrum (2008) ISBN-10: 1442272228  

 

• Primary and secondary readings and videos will be posted on Blackboard. 

 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

1. Students will be able to define public history. 

2. Students will develop an understanding of the basic roles and responsibilities of public 

historians and the context of their work. 

3. Students will become familiar with scholarly literature, professional issues, and future 

directions for the field.  

4. Students also will gain an appreciation for the ways in which public history is a dynamic 

process involving both conflict and collaboration among diverse groups. Viewing history 

through multiracial and gender perspectives will impart the cultural knowledge necessary 

for success in a diverse world. 

 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

The graduating student in history will be able to: 

 

1. The history student will demonstrate historical research skills in a logically-organized, 

written paper that is mechanically correct and supported by relevant documentation of 

historical content. 

• Marketable Skills:  

o Students will learn the importance of meeting deadlines in a successful 

manner. 

o Students can identify the differences between primary and secondary sources, 

a crucial step in developing critical thinking skills. 

o Students can learn to select and organize data in a relevant manner.  

o Students can hone their writing skills.  

2. The history student will demonstrate the ability to write about topics in historiography 

and how those topics are interpreted.  

• Marketable Skills: 

o Students can learn how ideas and interpretations change over time.  

o Students can learn how to evaluate different interpretations and ideas.  

o Students can learn how to use evidence to persuade various audiences. 

3. The history student will demonstrate knowledge of American History, World History, 

and Non-American History. 

• Marketable Skills: 

o Students can develop a better understanding of the development of various 

cultures, political and economic systems, gender and race relations, and 

environmental change. 
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o Students can develop a multicultural perspective necessary for an increasing 

globalized world. 

o Students can learn how to manage and absorb various perspectives and 

information. 

 

The Student Learning Outcomes will be measured by the administration of daily quizzes, exams, 

book reviews, research papers, and group presentations.  

 

COURSE POLICIES: 

 

1. Attendance at class meetings: We will not be meeting every week since this class is 

more of an independent study. Ideally, public history work is collaborative by nature, 

and we would engage in group projects and field trips. However, in the time of COVID-

19, we will have to amend this course for everyone’s safety.  

 

That said, we will meet in class a few times this semester, and you are required to 

attend these meetings. I will take attendance. Please make every effort to be on time. 

Arriving late and leaving early are very disruptive to your fellow colleagues as well as to 

the professor. If you are more than five minutes late to class, do not attend class that day 

as you will already have received an absence. If you leave class early, you will also be 

counted absent for that day unless you have cleared your early departure with me 

beforehand.   

 

Responsibilities for notifying faculty of absences and for arranging potential make-ups 

rest with the students. If you miss class due to illness, car trouble, a death in the family, 

etc., you must contact me directly via email or in person with an explanation of your 

absence. Even in the case of documented emergencies, I reserve the right to not excuse the 

absence. If you are going to be absent from class while traveling on a university-sponsored 

trip, you must complete a travel authorization form and turn that in to your sponsor or 

coach at least three days prior to the actual trip; this is required so that you may be listed 

on the “Explained Absence List” which the Student Life Office prepares and sends out to 

all faculty.  

 

Students with excessive unexplained absences will be dropped from the class with the 

grade of “F.”  

 

2. Contacting the Instructor: The instructor’s email is the preferred method of contact. 

Students should use the phone number only for emergency situations. Student phone 

message will normally not be returned due to the problem of “phone tag.” 

 

All email messages to the instructor should include your name, your class section number, 

and a simple message stating the reason you are contacting the instructor. During the 

week, emails will normally be answered within twenty-four hours. Emails that arrive late 

Friday afternoon, Saturday, or Sunday most likely will not receive a reply until Monday, 

but you may send an email at any time. Questions such as “What did we cover in class?” 

will normally not be answered.  
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3. Make-Up Policy: I will give make-up only in extreme cases. Make-up assignments are 

allowed only in cases of documented, unavoidable events that prevent attendance.   

 

4. Late assignments: Late assignments incur a 10-point penalty for every 24-hour period 

that passes from the due date and time until the instructor or teaching assistant receives the 

assignment. 

 

5. Your Responsibilities: Each student has individual responsibilities that go beyond simply 

showing up for class and reading the assigned books.   

 

a. Mutual courtesy and respect: Courtesy and respect for others are essential 

elements of the academic culture. The academic environment welcomes a 

difference of opinion, discourse, and debate within a civil environment, and we 

will all engage in mutual courtesy and respect for one another. To that end, address 

comments to the entire class rather than to adjacent students, and remember the 

Golden Rule—treat others as you would like to be treated.  

  

b. Adherence to technology policies: In this twenty-first-century world, I recognize 

that many students use technology in their learning endeavors, and I welcome the 

use of it in the classroom for educational purposes only. That said, 

 

i. PLEASE silence all cellphones or place them in airplane mode before 

class. If your phone disrupts class, I reserve the right to ask you to leave. 

 

ii. Any use of cell phones or other electronic devices used to send and receive 

calls or text messages, to check or update your status on a social network, 

or to surf the web, etc. is absolutely forbidden in this class. If I find a 

student using technology for entertainment or other purposes, I will ask that 

student to leave class for the day, and that student will receive an absence. I 

also reserve the right to ban the use of all technology in the classroom 

should I find students abusing the privilege.   

 

iii. You may use a personal computer, but only if you are using the computer 

to take notes or access the information on the Blackboard website for this 

course. Students deemed not to be using a computer effectively will lose 

their computer privilege. 

 

iv. No use of any technological device is allowed during exams. 

  

c. Academic calendar and course information: Students also have a responsibility 

to be familiar with the key dates on the academic calendar (such as deadlines for 

dropping the course and the first and last days of class) in addition to course-

specific information (such as exam dates and all other course requirements as 

outlined in the syllabus). 
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6. Academic Misconduct:  Any act that violates the academic integrity of the institution is 

considered academic misconduct. Violation of college, state, or federal standards with 

regard to plagiarism, cheating, or falsification of official records will not be tolerated. 

Students violating such standards will be subject to discipline as outlined in the Student 

Handbook. Anyone caught engaging in academic misconduct in an exam or assignment 

will automatically receive an “F.”  Specific examples of academic misconduct include, but 

are not limited to: 

  

a. Cheating: Copying from another student’s test paper, laboratory report, other 

report, or computer files and listings; Using, during any academic exercise, 

material and/or devices not authorized by the person in charge of the test; 

Collaborating with or seeking aid from another student during a test or laboratory 

without permission; Knowingly using, buying, selling, stealing, transporting, or 

soliciting in its entirety or in part, the contents of a test or other assignment 

unauthorized for release; Substituting for another student or permitting another 

student to substitute for oneself.  

 

b. Plagiarism: The appropriation, theft, purchase or obtaining by any means 

another’s work, and the unacknowledged submission or incorporation of that work 

as one’s own offered for credit. Appropriation includes the quoting or paraphrasing 

of another’s work without giving credit therefore.  

 

c. Collusion: The unauthorized collaboration with another in preparing work offered 

for credit.  

 

7. Disclaimer: This syllabus with its schedule is an expectation of class topics, learning 

activities, and anticipated student learning. However, the instructor reserves the right to 

make changes in this schedule that would result in enhanced or more effective learning on 

the part of the students.  

 

ASSIGNMENTS: 

 

1. Key Terms Defined: Most weeks, you will be required to read a chapter in Introduction 

to Public History. Each chapter begins with a chart of key terms. You need to define each 

of these key terms and turn them into Blackboard for me to review. This will be most 

helpful for you when you write your final paper. 

 

2. Website Analysis: In today’s world, websites are increasingly becoming the way that the 

public consumes history, learns about heritage sites, and plans visits to historical sites. 

Your task will be to pick a website of a museum, heritage site, town, or archive and 

present a ten-minute presentation assessing the sites’ strengths and weaknesses. You will 

also turn in a paper of two-to-three pages on the date of the presentation.  

 

3. Oral History Paper: After reading about the best practices of oral history, you will 

conduct an oral history with anyone of your choosing. You can center your oral history 

on their life or pick a specific historical event, i.e. the Civil Rights Movement, the 
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Vietnam War, 9/11, etc. You will turn in a three-to-five-page paper summarizing your 

oral history as well as analyze your strengths and weaknesses as an oral historian. 

 

4. Documentary Analysis: Pick your favorite documentary in history. Analyze the 

strengths and weaknesses of the film in a two-to-three-page paper. We will share these 

collectively with one another, and I will share my favorites too!  

 

5. Museum of the Big Bend Case Study: After reading and reviewing two chapters in 

Introduction to Public History, you will tour the Museum of the Big Bend (on campus) 

on your own and analyze the effectiveness of the Museum and its exhibits. More 

information will be provided to you as the deadline approaches. You will write a three-to-

five-page paper as well as present your findings to the class.  

 

6. Final Paper: At the end of the semester, each student will write a five-to-seven, double-

spaced page paper using the readings over the course of the semester. The goal is for you 

to find a definition of public history that makes sense to you, to synthesize key issues and 

terms in the field, and to provide a thoughtful reflection about the public historian’s 

obligations and responsibilities. 

 

GRADES: 

Students can earn a possible 1,000 points by the end of this course.  

 

Final grades will be determined as follows:  

Key Terms Defined (8 total)     400 pts.    

 Website Analysis      100 pts. 

  Oral History Paper       100 pts. 

  Documentary Analysis      100 pts. 

  MoBB Case Study Paper     100 pts. 

Final Exam       200 pts.    

  Total Points Possible       1,000 pts. 

 

Grade Breakdown: 

1,000 to 900 pts.      A 

 899 to 800 pts.       B 

 799 to 700 pts.       C 

 699 to 600 pts.       D 

 599 <        F 

 

A Range = Outstanding. All assignments are turned in on time and reflect thoughtful and 

analytical thinking with a thorough understanding of historical events and trends. 

 

B Range = All assignments are turned in on time and are above average but are not outstanding 

work. They demonstrate an understanding of historical events, but the analytical thinking is 

weaker than that for an “A.” 
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C Range = Average. Assignments indicate an average understanding of historical events. Work 

tends to be narrative rather than analytical. There is need for improvement.  

 

D Range = Below average. Writing is mostly narrative. There is no analysis and narrowly 

answers the question assigned. Assignments are incomplete.  

 

F Range = Fail. Assignments are not turned in or are late without the instructor’s approval. They 

are substantially below average and fail to answer the questions. Plagiarizing, of course, will 

result in disciplinary action.  

 

Students with Disabilities: 

Sul Ross State University is committed to equal access in compliance with the Americans with 

Disabilities Act of 1973. It is the student’s responsibility to initiate a request for accessibility 

services. Students seeking accessibility services must contact Counseling and Accessibility 

Services, Ferguson Hall, Room 112. The mailing address is P.O. Box C-122, Sul Ross State 

University, Alpine, Texas 79832. Telephone: 432-837-8691.  

Adequate time must be allowed to arrange accommodations. Accommodations are not 

retroactive; therefore, students should contact Accessibility Services as soon as possible in the 

academic term for which they are seeking accommodations. Each eligible student is responsible 

for presenting relevant, verifiable, professional documentation and/or assessment reports.  

Students with emergency medical information or needing special arrangements in case a building 

must be evacuated should discuss this information with their professor as soon as possible. 

NONDISCRIMINTATION POLICY/EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY 

POLICY: 

Sul Ross State University is committed to creating an environment for all students that is 

consistent with nondiscriminatory policy. To that end, it is the policy of Sul Ross State 

University to administer its academic employment programs and related supporting services in a 

manner which does not discriminate on the basis of gender, race, color, national origin, age, 

religion, disability, or marital status. 

SAFETY PLEDGE: One University/One Community 

Issued August 2020. See “Rising to the Challenge: The Sul Ross University Return to Campus 

Plan” for more information.  

 

As a partner in each campus community, the faculty, staff, and students agree to the following 

statements in relation to the COVID-19 virus. 

• I will wear a face covering, wash my hands, and disinfect my workspaces to protect 

others from the potential spread of the virus. 

• I promise to follow social distancing guidelines as a way to mitigate the risk of 

transmission to others both professionally and personally. 

• I will monitor my health and report [my symptoms] to protect public health. 

• I understand that my actions may impact the larger community and could affect my 

progress or professional attainment at Sul Ross State University. 
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Failing to meet these expectations may be subject to corrective action under university 

disciplinary policies. Changes or recommendations to the guidelines based on evolving guidance 

from federal, state, or local agencies will be communicated to the university community. 

 

 

SEMESTER SCHEDULE 

Note: This syllabus with its schedule is an expectation of class topics, learning activities, and 

anticipated student learning. However, the instructor reserves the right to make changes in this 

schedule that would result in enhanced or more effective learning on the part of the students. 

Students will have prior notification of any necessary changes in the semester schedule.   

 

The first two weeks of the semester will be online.  

 

Week 1: Jan. 11 to 15 

• Orientation 

• National Council on Public History (NCPH): “What is Public History? About the Field” 

o https://ncph.org/what-is-public-history/about-the-field/  

• “Working in Public History”  

o https://publichistory.as.virginia.edu/public-history-resources  

 

Week 2: Jan. 18 to 22 

• Video: Simon Schama on History 

 

Week 3: Jan. 25 to 30 

• First In-Class Meeting: Tuesday, Jan 26. 

• DUE: Reflection Paper Over Video & NCPH Website 

 

Week 4: Feb. 1 to 5 

• In-Class Meeting: Tuesday, Feb. 2 

• DUE: Website Analysis Presentation and Paper 

 

Week 5: Feb. 8 to 12 

• “Introducing Public History” in Introduction to Public History 

• DUE: Key Terms Defined; Submit to Blackboard 

 

Week 6: Feb. 15 to 19 

• “Thinking Historically” in Introduction to Public History 

• DUE: Key Terms Defined; Submit to Blackboard 

 

Week 7: Feb. 22 to 26 

• “Interpreting the Past: Case Study of the Baltimore 68 Project” in Introduction to Public 

History 

• DUE: Key Terms Defined; Submit to Blackboard 

 

Week 8: Mar. 1 to 5 

https://ncph.org/what-is-public-history/about-the-field/
https://publichistory.as.virginia.edu/public-history-resources
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• “Collecting History” in Introduction to Public History 

• DUE: Key Terms Defined; Submit to Blackboard 

 

SPRING BREAK: Mar. 8 to 12 

 

Week 9: Mar. 15 to 19 

• In-Class Meeting: Tuesday, March 16 

• “Collecting History” in Introduction to Public History 

• “Conducting Oral Histories” in Introduction to Public History (p. 51-55) 

• DUE: Oral History Paper to Blackboard 

 

Week 10: Mar. 22 to 26 

• “Interpreting & Exhibiting History” in Introduction to Public History 

• DUE: Key Terms Defined; Submit to Blackboard 

 

Week 11: Mar. 29 to Apr. 2 

• In-Class Meeting: Tuesday, March 30 

• “Engaging Audiences” in Introduction to Public History 

• DUE: Key Terms Defined; Submit to Blackboard 

• DUE: Documentary Analysis Paper 

 

Week 12: Apr. 5 to 9 

• “Engaging Audiences: Case Studies from the Field” in Introduction to Public History 

• DUE: Key Terms Defined; Submit to Blackboard 

 

Week 13: Apr. 12 to 16 

• In-Class Meeting: Tuesday, April 13  

• DUE: Museum of the Big Bend Case Study Paper 

• PRESENTATIONS: Group 1 

 

Week 14: Apr. 19 to 23 

• In-Class Meeting: Tuesday, April 20 

• PRESENTATIONS: Group 2 

 

Week 15: Apr. 26 to 30 

• In-Class Meeting: Tuesday, April 27  

• “Putting Public History to Work in Your World,” in Introduction to Public History 

• Discussion: Public History as Activism 

 

Final: Monday, May 3 

• Final Paper Due on Blackboard 
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